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Abstract
Because of their high temporal resolution, increased resilience to motion blur, and very sparse output, event cameras have been shown to be ideal for low-latency and lowbandwidth feature tracking, even in challenging scenarios.
Existing feature tracking methods for event cameras are
either handcrafted or derived from first principles but require extensive parameter tuning, are sensitive to noise,
and do not generalize to different scenarios due to unmodeled effects. To tackle these deficiencies, we introduce the
first data-driven feature tracker for event cameras, which
leverages low-latency events to track features detected in
a grayscale frame. We achieve robust performance via a
novel frame attention module, which shares information
across feature tracks. By directly transferring zero-shot
from synthetic to real data, our data-driven tracker outperforms existing approaches in relative feature age by up to
120 % while also achieving the lowest latency. This performance gap is further increased to 130 % by adapting our
tracker to real data with a novel self-supervision strategy.

Figure 1. Our method leverages the high-temporal resolution of
events to provide stable feature tracks in high-speed motion in
which standard frames suffer from motion blur. To achieve this,
we propose a novel frame attention module that combines the information across feature tracks.

Multimedia Material A video showing qualitative results
is available at https://youtu.be/aZBapP5Gdv8
tion blur, which is prominent in high-speed low-lit scenarios, see Fig. 1. These issues are becoming more prominent
with the current commodification of AR/VR devices.
Event cameras have been shown to be an ideal complement to standard cameras to address the bandwidth-latency
trade-off [16, 17]. Event cameras are bio-inspired vision
sensors that asynchronously trigger information whenever
the brightness change at an individual pixel exceeds a predefined threshold. Due to this unique working principle,
event cameras output sparse event streams with a temporal
resolution in the order of microseconds and feature a highdynamic range and low power consumption. Since events
are primarily triggered in correspondence of edges, event
cameras present minimal bandwidth. This makes them ideal
for overcoming the shortcomings of standard cameras.
Existing feature trackers for event cameras have shown
unprecedented results with respect to latency and tracking

1. Introduction
Despite many successful implementations in the real
world, existing feature trackers are still primarily constrained by the hardware performance of standard cameras.
To begin with, standard cameras suffer from a bandwidthlatency trade-off, which noticeably limits their performance
under rapid movements: at low frame rates, they have
minimal bandwidth but at the expense of an increased latency; furthermore, low frame rates lead to large appearance
changes between consecutive frames, significantly increasing the difficulty of tracking features. At high frame rates,
the latency is reduced at the expense of an increased bandwidth overhead and power consumption for downstream
systems. Another problem with standard cameras is mo* equal

contribution.
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robustness in high-speed and high-dynamic range scenarios [4, 17]. Nonetheless, until now, event-based trackers
have been developed based on classical model assumptions,
which typically result in poor tracking performance in the
presence of noise. They either rely on iterative optimization of motion parameters [17, 24, 46] or employ a simple
classification for possible translations of a feature [4], thus,
do not generalize to different scenarios due to unmodeled
effects. Moreover, they usually feature complex model parameters, requiring extensive manual hand-tuning to adapt
to different event cameras and new scenes.
To tackle these deficiencies, we propose the first datadriven feature tracker for event cameras. Using a neural network, our method tracks features by localizing a template
patch from a grayscale image in subsequent event patches.
The network architecture features a correlation volume for
the assignment and employs recurrent layers for long-term
consistency. To increase the tracking performance, we introduce a novel frame attention module, which shares information across feature tracks in one image. We first train on
a synthetic optical flow dataset and then finetune it with our
novel self-supervision scheme based on 3D point triangulation using camera poses.
Our tracker outperforms state-of-the-art baselines by up
to 5.5% and 130.2% on the Event Camera Dataset benchmark [30] and the recently published EDS dataset [21], respectively. This performance is achieved without requiring extensive manual hand-tuning of parameters. Moreover,
without optimizing the code for deployment, our method
achieves faster inference than existing methods. Finally, we
show how the combination of our method with the wellestablished frame-based tracker KLT [28] leverages the best
of both worlds for high-speed scenarios. This combination
of standard and event cameras paves the path for the concept
of sparingly triggering frames based on the tracking quality,
which is a critical tool for future applications where runtime
and power consumption are essential.

search field to feature tracking is optical flow estimation,
i.e., dense pixel correspondence estimation between two
frames. There exist many optical flow methods [13], with
correlation-based networks [23, 36] being the state-of-theart. However, despite recent advancements, frame-based
feature trackers still suffer from the hardware limitation of
standard cameras. To tackle this disadvantage, we propose
a self-supervised tracker that unlocks the robustness characteristics of event cameras for feature tracking and, by doing
so, outperforms state-of-the-art tracking methods.
Pose Supervision Leveraging camera poses was previously explored for training feature detection and matching
networks. Wang et al. [41] used pose data to supervise a network for pixel-wise correspondence estimation where the
epipolar constraint between two frames is used to penalize
incorrect predictions. More recently, a correspondence refinement network called Patch2Pix [44] extends the epipolar constraint supervision by using the Sampson distance instead of the Euclidean Distance. Instead of only considering
two camera poses, our self-supervision strategy computes a
3D point using DLT [1] for each predicted track in multiple
frames, which makes our supervision signal more robust to
errors. Moreover, we supervise our network by computing
a 2D distance between the reprojected and predicted points
without the ambiguity of a distance to an epipolar line.
Event-Based Feature Tracking In recent years, multiple works have explored event-based feature tracking
to increase robustness in challenging conditions. Early
works [24, 31, 46] tracked features as point-sets of events
and used ICP [5] to estimate the motion between timesteps,
which can also be combined with frame-based trackers to
improve performance [12]. Instead of point sets, EKLT [17]
estimates the parametric transform between a template and
a target patch of brightness increment images alongside the
feature’s velocity. Other event-based trackers align events
along Bézier curves [34] or B-splines [10] in space and time
to obtain feature trajectories.
To exploit the inherent asynchronicity of event streams,
event-by-event trackers have also been proposed [2, 11].
One of them is HASTE [4], which reduces the space of
possible transformations to a fixed number of rotations and
translations. In HASTE, every new event leads to confidence updates for the hypotheses and a state transition if
the confidence threshold is exceeded. Another work called
eCDT [22] first represents features as event clusters and
then incorporates incoming events into existing ones, resulting in updated centroids and, consequently, updated feature
locations. In a similar direction to feature tracking, several event-based feature detectors [8, 29] were proposed,
of which some are performing feature tracking based on
proximity of detections in the image [3, 9]. Apart from
event-based feature tracking and detection, multiple works
tackle the problem of object tracking using event cam-

2. Related Work
Frame-Based Feature Tracking While no prior works
have leveraged deep learning to track features from events,
data-driven methods were recently proposed for feature
tracking using standard frames. Among them is PIP [20],
which estimates the trajectories of queried feature locations
for an entire image sequence and thus can even track features through occlusions by leveraging the trajectory before and after. Instead of processing the whole sequence,
DPVO [37] takes a sequence of images and simultaneously
estimates scene depth and camera pose on-the-fly. It does
so by randomly sampling patches from feature maps from
frames and adding them to a bipartite frame graph, which is
iteratively optimized by correlating feature descriptors from
patches observed at different camera poses. A related re2

3.1. Feature Network

eras [7, 14, 25, 32, 42, 43].
The task of optical flow estimation using event cameras
gained popularity as well. Zhu et al. [46] estimates the optical flow of features from events using ICP and an objective function based on expectation maximization to solve
for the parameters of an affine transform. More recently,
an adaptive block matching algorithm [27] was proposed to
estimate optical flow. Finally, recent data-driven methods
for event-based optical flow estimation [18,45] leverage advances in deep optical-flow estimation. Inspired by these
advances, our tracking network leverages a correlation layer
to update a feature’s location.

To localize the template patch P0 inside the current event
patch Pj , the feature network first encodes both patches
using separate encoders based on Feature Pyramid Networks [26]. The resulting outputs are per-pixel feature maps
for both patches that contain contextual information while
keeping the spatial information. To explicitly compute the
similarity measure between each pixel in the event patch
and the template patch, we construct a correlation map Cj
based on the bottleneck feature vector R0 of the template
patch encoder and the feature map of the event patch, as
visualized in Fig. 2. Together with the correlation map Cj ,
both feature maps are then given as input to a second feature
encoder in order to refine the correlation map. This feature
encoder consists of standard convolutions, and one ConvLSTM block [35] with a temporal cell state Fj . The temporal
information is crucial to predicting consistent feature tracks
over time. Moreover, it enables the integration of the motion information provided by the events. The output of the
feature network is a single feature vector with spatial dimension 1×1. Up to now, each feature has been processed
independently from each other.

3. Method
Feature tracking algorithms aim to track a given point
in a reference frame in subsequent timesteps. They usually do this by extracting appearance information around
the feature location in the reference frame, which is then
matched and localized in subsequent ones. Following this
pipeline, we extract an image patch P0 in a grayscale frame
for the given feature location at timestep t0 and track the
feature using the asynchronous event stream. The event
nj
stream Ej = {ei }i=1
between timesteps tj−1 and tj consists of events ei , each encoding the pixel coordinate xi ,
timestamp with microsecond-level resolution τi and polarity pi ∈ {−1, 1} of the brightness change. We refer to [15]
for more information about the working principles of event
cameras.
Given the reference patch P0 , our network predicts the
relative feature displacement ∆f̂j during tj−1 and tj using
the corresponding event stream Ej in the local neighborhood of the feature location at the previous timestep tj−1 .
The events inside the local window are converted to a dense
event representation Pj , specifically a maximal timestamp
version of SBT [40] where each pixel is assigned the timestamp of the most recent event. Once our network has localized the reference patch P0 inside the current event patch
Pj , the feature track is updated, and a new event patch Pj+1
is extracted at the newly predicted feature location while
keeping the reference patch P0 . This procedure can then
be iteratively repeated while accumulating the relative displacements to construct one continuous feature track. The
overview of our method and our novel frame attention module are visualized in Fig. 2
In Sec. 3.1, we explain how the feature network processes each feature track independently. The resulting network output is given as input to our frame attention module,
which combines information from all feature tracks in one
image, see Sec. 3.2. Finally, we introduce our supervision
scheme for data with ground truth in Sec. 3.3.1 and our selfsupervision strategy based on camera poses in Sec. 3.3.2.
For the specific architectural details of each network, we
refer to the supplementary.

3.2. Frame Attention Module
To share information between features in the same image, we introduce a novel frame attention module, which is
visualized in Fig. 2. Since points on a rigid body exhibit
correlated motion in the image plane, there is a substantial
benefit in sharing information between features across the
image. To achieve this, our frame attention module takes
the feature vectors of all patches at the current timestep
tj as input and computes the final displacement for each
patch based on a self-attention weighted fusion of all feature vectors. Specifically, we maintain a state S for each
feature across time in order to leverage the displacement
prediction of the previous timesteps in the attention fusion.
The temporal information should facilitate the informationsharing of features with similar motion in the past. This
way, it is possible to maintain vulnerable feature tracks in
challenging situations by adaptively conditioning them on
similar feature tracks. Each input feature vector is individually first fused with the current state Sj−1 using two linear
layers with Leaky ReLU activations. All of the resulting
fused features in an image are then used as key, query, and
value pairs for a multi-head attention layer [39], which performs self-attention over each feature in an image. To facilitate the training, we introduce a skip connection around the
multi-head attention for each feature, which is adaptively
weighted during the training by a Layerscale layer [38]. The
resulting feature vectors are then used in a simple gating
layer to compute the updated state Sj based on the previous
state Sj−1 . Finally, the updated state Sj is then processed
by one linear layer to predict the final displacement ∆f̂j .
3

Figure 2. As shown in (a), our event tracker takes as input a reference patch P0 in a grayscale image I0 and an event patch Pj constructed
from an event stream Ej at timestep tj and predicts the relative feature displacement ∆f̂j . Each feature is individually processed by a
feature network, which uses a ConvLSTM layer with state F to process a correlation map Cj based on a template feature vector R0 and
the pixel-wise feature maps of the event patch. To share information across different feature tracks, our novel frame attention module (b)
fuses the processed feature vectors for all tracks in an image using self-attention and a temporal state S, which is used to compute the final
displacement ∆f̂j .

3.3. Supervision

truncated loss Lrp is formulated as follows.
(
||∆f̂j − ∆fj ||1
||∆f̂j − ∆fj ||1 < r
errj =
0
else
P
j 1(errj ̸=0) errj
Lrp = P

In general, the supervision of trackers, extractors, or even
flow networks is still an open research field since datasets
containing pixel-wise correspondences as ground truth are
rare. To make matters worse, there exist even fewer eventbased datasets containing accurate pixel correspondences.
To overcome this limitation, we train our network in the
first step on synthetic data from the Multiflow dataset [19],
which contains frames, synthetically generated events, and
ground truth pixel flow. However, since the noise is not
modeled, synthetic events differ significantly from events
recorded by a real event camera. Thus, in the second step,
we fine-tune our network using our novel pose supervision
loss to close the gap between synthetic and real events.

3.3.1

j

1(errj ̸=0)

(1)
(2)

To reduce the gap between synthetic and real data, we
apply on-the-fly augmentation during training, which significantly increases the motion distribution. To teach the
network geometrically robust representations, affine transformations W are applied to the current event patch Pj to
obtain an augmented Patch Paug
at each prediction step,
j
as formulated in Eq. (3). The augmentation parameters for
rotation, translation, and scale θ = (θr , θt , θs ) are randomly sampled from a uniform distribution at each prediction step during training. Our tracker then predicts a relative displacement ∆f̂j−1 given the augmented patch Paug
j
and original template patch P0 . The loss is then computed
between the predicted displacement ∆f̂j−1 and the augaug
mented ground truth ∆fj−1
, which is obtained by applying
the same affine transformation W .

Synthetic Supervision

Paug
= W (Pj , θ)
j

Synthetic data has the benefit that it provides ground truth
feature tracks. Thus, a loss based on the L1 distance can be
directly applied for each prediction step j between the predicted and ground truth relative displacement, see Fig. 3.
It is possible that the predicted feature tracks diverge beyond the template patch such that the next feature location
is not in the current search. Thus, if the difference between
predicted and ground truth displacement ||∆f̂j − ∆fj ||1 exceeds the patch radius r, we do not add the L1 distances to
the final loss to avoid introducing noise in supervision. Our

aug
∆f̂j−1

=

∆f̂j−1 =

T (P0 , Paug
)
j
aug
−1
W (∆f̂j−1 , θ)

(3)
(4)
(5)

The corrected displacement ∆f̂j−1 is then accumulated in
order to extract the next event patch Pj+1 . Our augmentation strategy introduces dynamic trajectories and changes in
patch appearance during training that improve performance
on real data.
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Figure 3. The L1 distance ℓj between the predicted ∆f̂j and the
ground truth displacement ∆fj is used as a truncated loss, which
is set to zero if the ground truth feature is outside of the current
event patch Pj , as shown for timestep tj+k .

3.3.2

Figure 4. To adapt our tracker to real event data, our selfsupervised loss computes a triangulated point based on the predicted track, and the camera poses. The 3D point is then reprojected to each camera plane, and the L1-distance ℓj between reprojected and predicted point is used as a supervision signal.

Pose Supervision

To adapt the network to real events, we introduce a novel
pose supervision loss solely based on ground truth poses
of a calibrated camera. The ground truth poses can easily be obtained for sparse timesteps tj using structure-frommotion algorithms, e.g., COLMAP [33], or by an external
motion capture system. Since our supervision strategy relies on the triangulation of 3D points based on poses, it can
only be applied in static scenes.
In the first step of the fine-tuning, our network predicts
multiple feature tracks for one sequence. For each predicted
track i, we compute the corresponding 3D point Xi using
the direct linear transform [1]. Specifically, for each feature
location xj , we can write the projection equation assuming
a pinhole camera model using the camera pose, represented
as a rotation matrix Rtj and a translation vector Ttj , at
timestep tj , and the calibration matrix K, see Eq. (6). The
resulting projection matrix can be expressed as matrix Mj
T
consisting of column vectors mk j with k ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
 T
m1 j
 2T 
xj = K[Rtj |Ttj ]Xj = Mj Xj = m j  Xi (6)

setting of Eq. (2), we use a truncated loss which excludes
the loss contribution if the reprojected feature is outside of
the event patch.

4. Experiments
Datasets We compare our proposed data-driven tracker
on the commonly used Event Camera dataset [30] (EC),
which includes APS frames (24 Hz) and events with a resolution of 240×180, recorded using a DAVIS240C camera [6]. Additionally, the dataset provides ground truth
camera poses at a rate of 200 Hz from an external motion
capture system. Moreover, to evaluate the tracking performance with a newer sensor setup, we test our method
on the newly published Event-aided Direct Sparse Odometry dataset [21] (EDS). Compared to EC, the EDS dataset
contains higher resolution frames and events (640×480 pixels) captured with a beam splitter setup. Similar to the EC
dataset, it includes ground truth poses at a rate of 150 Hz
from an external motion capture system. Most scenes in
both datasets are static since the primary purpose of EDS
and EC is the evaluation of camera pose estimation. For the
specific finetuning and testing sequence selection, we refer
to the supplementary.
Evaluation To evaluate the different feature trackers, we
first extract features for each sequence with a Harris Corner
detector. Based on the initial feature set, each tested tracker
predicts the feature displacements according to its specific
update rate. Unfortunately, no ground truth feature tracks
are available for EDS and EC. To evaluate the event-based
feature trackers without ground truth, previous works used
tracks predicted by the frame-based KLT tracker as ground
truth. Instead, to increase the accuracy of KLT tracks, we
use an evaluation scheme based on our proposed pose supervision method. Specifically, the ground truth tracks are obtained by triangulating KLT tracks using ground truth poses

T

m3 j

Using the direct linear transform, we can reformulate
the projection equations as the homogenous linear system
in Eq. (7). By using SVD, we obtain the 3D point Xj , which
minimizes the least square error of Eq. (7).


T
T
uj m3 j − m2 j
 1T

(7)
 m j − vj m3 Tj  = AXi = 0
...
Once the 3D position of Xi is computed, we can find the
reprojected pixel point x̃j for each timestep tj using perspective projection Eq. (6). The final pose supervision loss
is then constructed based on the predicted feature x̂j and
the reprojected feature x̃j for each available camera pose at
timestep tj , as visualized in Fig. 4. As in the supervised
5

4.1. Benchmark Results

and reprojecting them afterward to each of the selected target frames. The triangulation of KLT tracks has the benefit
that minor tracking errors of KLT are filtered out, leading to
geometrically consistent ground truth tracks. To verify the
proposed evaluation, we conducted an experiment in simulation in which ground truth feature tracks are available.
In this simulated setup, we computed the Pearson correlation between the KLT reprojected error and the ground truth
feature tracks, which was 0.716. This indicates a significant
correlation between our proposed evaluation technique and
ground truth feature tracks verifying the effectiveness of our
evaluation technique.

Baselines We compare our method against the current
state-of-the-art method EKLT [17], which extracts a template patch from a grayscale image for each feature and
tracks the feature with events, similar to our tracker. As
another tracker relying on grayscale template patches, we
also run the ICP [24] tracker used for event-based visual
odometry. In addition, we evaluate against the pure eventbased trackers HASTE [4] and EM-ICP [46]. For EKLT,
HASTE, and EM-ICP, we adopted the publicly available
code to run the experiments. The implementation of ICP
was taken from a related work [12]. The hyper-parameters
of all methods were tuned for the specific datasets, which
required multiple hours to achieve optimal performance.
EC Results On the commonly used event-based tracking benchmark, EC, our proposed data-driven method outperforms the other baselines in terms of non-zero feature
age and expected feature age, see Tab. 1. The second best
approach is EKLT, which tracked the features for a duration similar to our proposed method as represented by the
non-zero feature age metric in Tab. 1. However, our method
was able to track more features from the initial feature set
as reported by the expected feature age. The higher ratio of successfully tracked features and the longer feature
age makes our method better suited for downstream tasks
such as pose estimation. The top row of Fig. 5 shows
that our method produces a higher number of smooth feature tracks compared to the closest baselines EKLT and
HASTE. As expected, a performance gap exists between
pure event-based methods (HASTE, EM-ICP) and methods
using grayscale images as templates (Ours, EKLT). This
confirms the benefit of leveraging grayscale images to extract template patches, which are subsequently tracked by
events.
EDS Results Similar to the performance on the EC
dataset, our proposed method outperforms all of the existing trackers on the EDS dataset with an even larger margin in terms of both non-zero feature age and expected feature age as reported in Tab. 1. The significant performance
boost confirms the capability of our data-driven methods to
deal with high-resolution data in various 3D scenes with
different lighting conditions and noise patterns. Since a
beam splitter setup was used to record the data for the EDS
dataset, there are misalignment artifacts between events and
images, as well as low-light noise in the events due to the
reduction of the incoming light. Nevertheless, our learned
method is able to deal with these different noise sources and
still predict smooth feature tracks for a large number of features, as shown in the middle and bottom row of Fig. 5. For
more qualitative examples, we refer to the supplementary.
Finally, in addition to the performance gain, our method
does not require hours of manual fine-tuning for transferring
the tracker from small resolution to high resolution event

Since each tested tracker has its update rate, we linearly interpolated all feature tracks to the ground truth pose
timesteps in order to compute the evaluation metric. Furthermore, to effectively test the event-based tracking abilities of the methods, we do not update the feature templates
during evaluation. In addition, we deactivate any terminal
criterion and report the time until the feature exceeds a certain distance to the ground truth, known as the feature age.
Instead of choosing one error threshold as done in previous
work [4], we evaluate the resulting tracks for multiple error
thresholds in a range from 1 to 31 pixels with a step size of
1 pixel. Thus, we do not report the endpoint error since we
test each trajectory with different error thresholds, which
effectively incorporates the distance error into the feature
age. As a first performance metric, we compute the tracked
feature age normalized by the ground truth track duration
in order to account for different trajectory lengths. However, since some feature tracks are lost immediately in the
beginning, we report the feature age of stable tracks, i.e.,
we discard feature tracks lost during the early phase of the
sequence for the feature age computations. The second error metric accounts for the lost tracks by taking the ratio
of stable tracks and ground truth tracks. This ratio is then
multiplied by the feature age, which gives us the expected
feature age as the second performance metric. This metric combines the quality and the number of feature tracks
tracked by a method. For more information about the two
performance metrics, we refer to the supplementary
Training Schedule As mentioned in Sec. 3, we first
train our models supervised on the Multiflow [19] dataset
on 30000 feature tracks in a continual learning fashion with
a learning rate of 1×10−4 to gradually adapt the network recurrence to longer trajectory lengths. Starting initially from
4 unroll steps, we progressively increase the number of unroll steps to 16 and then 24 after 80000 and 120000 training
steps, respectively. After training on Multiflow, we finetune
our model using our novel supervision method for 700 optimization steps with a reduced learning rate of 1 × 10−6 on
specific training sequences of both datasets, which are not
used for evaluation.
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Table 1. The performance of the evaluated trackers on the EDS and EC dataset are reported in terms of ”Feature Age (FA)” of the stable
tracks and the ”Expected FA”, which is the multiplication of the feature age by the ratio of the number of stable tracks over the number of
initial features.

EDS
Method
ICP [24]
EM-ICP [46]
HASTE [4]
EKLT [17]
Ours (zero-shot)
Ours (fine-tuned)

Feature Age (FA) ↑
0.060
0.161
0.096
0.325
0.549
0.576

EC
Expected FA ↑
0.040
0.120
0.063
0.205
0.451
0.472

Feature Age (FA) ↑
0.256
0.337
0.442
0.811
0.795
0.825

Expected FA ↑
0.245
0.334
0.427
0.775
0.787
0.818

Figure 6. The two plots show the tracking performance in terms
of expected feature age in relation to the real-time factor, which is
the ratio of compute time over track time. Thus, the top left corner
represents the goal. Additionally to the existing implementation of
HASTE, we also report the ideal HASTE*, which assumes perfect
parallelization for processing all feature tracks.

Figure 5. Qualitative tracking predictions (blue) and ground truth
tracks (green) for the EC dataset (top) and EDS dataset (middle /
bottom). Our method predicts more accurate tracks for a higher
number of initial features.

ment, our method achieves close to real-time performance
on EC and is the fastest method on EDS while having a significantly higher tracking performance. The fast inference
of our method can be explained by the batch-wise processing and the highly parallelized framework for deep learning architectures. This shows the potential of our method
for real-world applications constrained by latency requirements.

cameras with different contrast threshold settings.
Runtime Comparison To employ a feature tracker in
real-world applications, it is crucial to provide feature displacement updates with low latency. Therefore, we report
the runtime of the different evaluated methods in terms of
the real time factor, i.e., compute time divided by the time of
the received data, versus tracking performance in Fig. 6. It
should be noted that most of the evaluated trackers were not
implemented for run time efficiency and thus are coded in
different programming languages, which makes a fair comparison hard. Moreover, we tuned all the methods with a
focus on the tracking performance, which explains the high
runtime of EKLT since we significantly increased the number of optimization iterations. Nevertheless, the runtime
comparison of the different methods still provides a rough
picture of the inference speed of each method. In the case
of HASTE, we additionally report the runtime for an ideal
HASTE implementation, named HASTE* in Fig. 6. The
ideal HASTE* assumes perfect parallelization of the current code framework of HASTE, which tracks each feature
sequentially. Even without optimizing the code for deploy-

4.2. Combination of Events and Frames
In a step to combine the contextual information of
grayscale images and the high-latency information from
events, we extended our event-based tracker using the popular KLT tracker for frames. Specifically, we use our event
tracker to track features during the blind time between two
frames and use the displacement prediction of our tracker
as an initial guess for the KLT tracker once a new frame arrives. This has the benefit of effectively mitigating the negative effects of large baselines between two frames caused
by high-speed motion. Additionally, the combination with
our event tracker provides feature positions for the time in
7

Table 2. Ablations experiments on the EDS and EC dataset.

Expected FA ↑
Method
Reference Model
w/o correlation
w/o recurrence
w/o augmentation
Ref + Frame Attention
w pose supervision
w/o state

EDS
0.383
0.341
0.301
0.178
0.451
0.471
0.385

EC
0.787
0.684
0.606
0.599
0.787
0.818
0.791

zero-shot transfer from synthetic to real-world data. Furthermore, the recurrence in the feature encoder leads to
longer feature age (w/recurrence), which is also achieved on
a smaller scale by introducing the correlation map (w/o correlation). While there is no improvement on the EC dataset,
our proposed frame attention module significantly improves
the performance on the challenging sequences of EDS. This
performance increase confirms the benefit of sharing information between similar feature tracks for challenging scenarios. By adapting our network based on the frame attention module (Ref+Frame Attention) to real data using
our self-supervision scheme, we achieve the highest tracking performance. Finally, the frame attention module relies
on state variables (w/o state) to fully exploit the potential of
sharing information across features in a frame. For more ablations regarding the input representation and specific augmentation parameters, we refer to the supplementary.

Figure 7. The tracking performance of KLT and our tracker combined with KLT (Ours+KLT) in relation to pixel motion per frame.
In combination, our event-based tracker can successfully help KLT
predict larger displacement while KLT can refine the predictions
of our tracker.

between two frames, significantly increasing the frequency
of feature position updates. On the other side, the KLT
tracker can correct the feature position once reliable frame
information is available. As used for the ground truth creation based on the camera poses, we use a KLT tracker
with three hierarchical scales to cope with larger motion.
We compare the combination of our method and the KLT
tracker (ours+KLT) against the pure KLT tracker for different pixel motions between frames, as reported in Fig. 7
The different pixel motions are achieved by skipping frames
in a sequence of the EC dataset, which corresponds to increasing the pixel motion between two frames. As can be
seen in Fig. 7, the combination of ours and KLT performs
comparably to a pure KLT tracker for small pixel displacement between frames. However, with increasing pixel motion, the initial guess provided by our method helps the KLT
tracker to track features over a longer time duration than a
KLT tracker alone. In addition, our event-based tracker
can provide robust feature tracks during periods of highspeed motion in which the frames suffer from motion blur.
This can be qualitatively observed in Fig. 1, which shows
smooth features tracks predicted by our event-based tracker
on a motion blurred frame due to high-speed motion. This
high-rotational motion sequence was recorded by us with a
beam splitter setup.

4.4. Future Work & Limitations
Since the EC and EDS datasets were recorded to benchmark pose estimation algorithms, they only contain static
scenes. Thus, we did not evaluate how our method, and
especially our frame attention module performs in scenes
with dynamic objects. Nevertheless, we believe that our
frame attention module can be useful for other trackers using event or standard cameras. Finally, our method relies
on the quality of the feature detection in grayscale images,
which can suffer in challenging scenarios. However, our
self-supervision strategy opens up the possibility of finetuning also feature detectors for event cameras to increase
the robustness of feature detection.

5. Conclusion
We presented the first data-driven feature tracker for
event cameras, which leverages low-latency events to track
features detected in a grayscale frame. With our novel frame
attention module, which fuses information across feature
tracks, our tracker outperforms state-of-art methods on two
datasets while being faster in terms of inference time. Furthermore, our proposed method does not require intensive
manual parameter tuning and can be adapted to new event

4.3. Ablations
To test the specific contribution of each introduced network block, we perform several ablation experiments based
on the reference model, which represents our model without
the frame attention module, see Tab. 2. As verified by the
performance drop (w/o augmentation), the augmentations
during the training on synthetic data significantly boost the
8

8. Network Architecture Details

cameras with our self-supervision strategy. Finally, we can
combine our event-based tracker with a KLT tracker to predict stable tracks in challenging scenarios. This combination of standard and event cameras paves the path for the
concept of sparingly triggering frames based on the tracking quality, which is a critical tool for future applications
where runtime and power consumption are essential.

Tab. 4 shows the architectural details of our proposed
network, which consists of a feature network and our proposed frame attention module. In the first step, two patch
encoders inside the feature network process the event and
the grayscale patches. After the correlation and the concatenation of the feature maps from both patch networks, a joint
encoder refines the correlation map and introduces temporal
information sharing through a ConvLSTM layer. Finally,
the frame attention module processes each feature in one
frame using shared linear layers and one global multi-head
attention over all features in a frame. We refer to Fig. 2 in
the main paper for the network overview.
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Table 4. Network architecture. Each convolution layer is followed
by LeakyReLU and BatchNorm layers whereas the linear layers
are followed by LeakyReLu layers. For the upsampling layers
(Up), we use bilinear interpolation. The three numbers after each
convolution layer indicate the two kernel dimensions and the output channel dimension. In the case of the linear layer, the single
number stands for the output channels.

Supplementary: Data-driven Feature
Tracking for Event Cameras
7. Dataset Split

Feature Network (2×Patch Encoders + Joint Encoder)

We use five sequences from the Event Camera
dataset [30] (EC) and four sequences from the Event-aided
Direct Sparse Odometry dataset [21] (EDS) as test sequences. For fine-tuning, our pose supervision strategy is
performed on five sequences from the EC and one sequence
from the EDS dataset since EDS does not contain many sequences with ground truth pose in well-lit conditions. The
overview of the test and fine-tuning sequences is shown
in Tab. 3.

Dataset

Frames
8-88
165-245
485-454
330-410
198-278

Peanuts Light
Rocket Earth Light
Ziggy In The Arena
Peanuts Running
boxes hdr
calibration
poster 6dof
poster rotation
poster translation

160-386
338-438
1350-1650
2360-2460
all
all
all
all
all

all characters

all

EC

EDS

EC

EDS

Frame Attention

Test

Sequence Name
Shapes Translation
Shapes Rotation
Shapes 6DOF
Boxes Translation
Boxes Rotation

Fine-Tuning

Table 3. Test and fine-tuning sequences for the EC and EDS
dataset.
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Layer
2× Conv2D 1×1×32
2× Conv2D 5×5×64
2× Conv2D 5×5×128
2× Conv2D 3×3×256
2× Conv2D 1×1×384
2× Conv2D 1×1×384
Up + Conv2D 1×1×384
Conv2D 3×3×384
Up + Conv2D 1×1×384
Conv2D 3×3×384
Up + Conv2D 1×1×384
Conv2D 3×3×384
Up + Conv2D 1×1×384
Conv2D 3×3×384
2× Conv2D 3×3×384

Spatial Size
31×31
23×23
15×15
5×5
1×1
1×1
5×5
5×5
15×15
15×15
23×23
23×23
31×31
31×31
31×31

Correlation Layer
2× Conv2D 3×3×128

31×31
31×31

2× Conv2D 3×3×64
2× Conv2D 3×3×128
ConvLSTM 3×3×128
2× Conv2D 3×3×256
Conv2D 3×3×256
Linear 256
Linear 256
MultiHead Attention
LayerScale 256
Linear Gating 256
Linear 2

15×15
7×7
7×7
3×3
1×1
1×1
1×1
1×1
1×1
1×1
1×1

9. Quantitative Results & Tracking Metrics

11. Additional Ablation Experiments

We report for each test sequence from the EC and EDS
dataset the expected feature age in Tab. 5, the feature age
in Tab. 6, the inlier ratio in Tab. 7 and the normalized tracking error in Tab. 8. For the normalized tracking error, we
terminate the track if the distance to the ground truth exceeds 5 pixels, as done in [4]. However, it is not obvious
how to compute this metric if the tracking error is higher
than 5 pixels directly after the initialization, as it occurred
for the baseline methods in Tab. 8. Furthermore, this metric does not consider the duration of the predicted tracks,
e.g., one feature can be tracked for a short time duration
with a small tracking error, which would lead to a small
normalized tracking error. In contrast, a feature tracked for
a long time horizon but with a higher distance to the ground
truth will be assigned a higher tracking error. This example
shows that the normalized tracking error on its own is not
necessarily a good metric to evaluate stable and long feature
tracks. Thus, we decided to report the expected feature age
as a metric since it considers the tracking duration and the
number of tracked features. Moreover, the expected feature
age is computed over a range of termination thresholds with
respect to the ground truth, which effectively eliminates this
hyperparameter for the metric computation. Specifically,
the expected feature age represents the multiplication of the
normalized feature age with the fraction of successfully predicted tracks over the number of given feature locations,
defined as inlier ratio. A feature is defined to be tracked
successfully if the predicted feature location at the second
timestep after initialization is in the termination threshold
to the ground truth location. The normalized feature age is
computed for the successfully tracked features based on the
division of the time duration until the predicted feature exceeds the termination threshold to the ground truth location
by the duration of the ground truth tracks. Because of the
range of termination thresholds and the consideration of the
number of successfully tracked features, the expected feature age represents an expressive and objective metric for
reporting the tracking performance.

In addition to the ablation experiments reported in Tab. 2
in the main paper, we ablated the event input representation
as well as the augmentation parameters used during training. Due to time reasons, we performed the following ablation experiments by training the reference model, which
does not include the frame attention module, for 70000
steps instead of 140000.

11.1. Input Representations
The input event representation to an event-based network
is an important consideration. Ideally, we aim to preserve as
much of the spatiotemporal information as possible while
minimizing the computational overhead of representation
generations. We train the reference network with different
representations: voxel grids [47], Stacking Based on Time
(SBT) [40], a non-normalized version of SBT (SBTNo
Norm) and a maximal timestamp version of SBT we call
SBT-Max where each pixel is assigned the timestamp of the
most recent event. The results are shown in Tab. 9. While
many event-based networks have demonstrated promising
results with voxel grids, their interpolation-based construction is computationally expensive. In contrast, SBT is a simpler, synchronous event representation that is more efficient.
Each pixel simply accumulates or ”stacks” incoming events.
We find that SBT achieves competitive Expected FA compared to voxel grids on nearly all sequences. However, the
performance of SBT degrades significantly without normalizing based on the number of events in the frame. In contrast to normalizing by the number of events, SBT-Max is
normalized using the duration of the time window. In practice, the statistic-free normalization procedure of SBT-Max
means that events outside the neighborhoods of tracked features can be ignored. Because of this deployment advantage
and the competitive performance despite its more simplistic
normalization, we select SBT-Max as event representation.

11.2. Augmentation Parameters
To validate the utility of our augmentation strategy, we
train the reference network with different augmentation parameters. In Tab. 10, we present the experimental results
for using rotations (R) of up to ±30◦ , scaling (S) of up to
±10%, and translations (T) of up to ±5px. The default
training settings use rotations of up to ±15◦ , scaling of up
to ±10%, and translations of up to ±3px. Without augmentation, we observe significant degradation on both datasets.
The benefit of additional translation augmentation is inconclusive, given the degradation on EC and improvement on
EDS. Lastly, with increased rotation augmentation, we observe that the performance improves on average for both
datasets.

10. Input Event Representation
To provide the events in a patch as input to our network, we first convert them to a dense event representation. Specifically, we use a maximal timestamp version of
SBT [40], named SBT-Max, which consists of five temporal
bins for positive and negative polarity leading to 10 channels. In each temporal bin, we assign to each pixel coordinate the relative timestamp of the most recent event during
the time interval of the temporal bin. For the EC and EDS
dataset, we convert events inside a 10 ms and 5 ms window,
respectively.
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Table 5. The performance of our proposed and the baseline trackers on the EDS and EC dataset in terms of Expected Feature Age.

Expected FA ↑
Sequence
Shapes Translation
Shapes Rotation
Shapes 6DOF
Boxes Translation
Boxes Rotation
EC Avg
Peanuts Light
Rocket Earth Light
Ziggy In The Arena
Peanuts Running
EDS Avg

ICP [24]
0.306
0.339
0.129
0.261
0.188
0.245
0.044
0.045
0.039
0.028
0.040

EM-ICP [46]
0.402
0.320
0.242
0.354
0.349
0.334
0.077
0.158
0.149
0.095
0.120

HASTE [4]
0.564
0.582
0.043
0.368
0.447
0.427
0.076
0.085
0.057
0.033
0.063

EKLT [17]
0.740
0.806
0.696
0.644
0.865
0.775
0.260
0.175
0.231
0.153
0.205

Ours
0.856
0.793
0.882
0.869
0.691
0.818
0.420
0.291
0.746
0.428
0.472

Table 6. The performance of our proposed and the baseline trackers on the EDS and EC dataset in terms of Feature Age FA.

Feature Age (FA) ↑
Sequence
Shapes Translation
Shapes Rotation
Shapes 6DOF
Boxes Translation
Boxes Rotation
EC Avg
Peanuts Light
Rocket Earth Light
Ziggy In The Arena
Peanuts Running
EDS Avg

ICP [24]
0.307
0.341
0.169
0.268
0.191
0.256
0.050
0.103
0.043
0.043
0.060

EM-ICP [46]
0.403
0.320
0.248
0.355
0.356
0.337
0.084
0.298
0.153
0.108
0.161

HASTE [4]
0.589
0.613
0.133
0.382
0.492
0.442
0.086
0.162
0.082
0.054
0.096

EKLT [17]
0.839
0.833
0.817
0.682
0.883
0.811
0.284
0.425
0.419
0.171
0.325

Ours
0.861
0.797
0.899
0.872
0.695
0.825
0.447
0.648
0.748
0.460
0.576

Table 7. The performance of our proposed and the baseline trackers on the EDS and EC dataset in terms of Inlier Ratio.

Inlier Ratio ↑
Sequence
Shapes Translation
Shapes Rotation
Shapes 6DOF
Boxes Translation
Boxes Rotation
EC Avg
Peanuts Light
Rocket Earth Light
Ziggy In The Arena
Peanuts Running
EDS Avg

ICP [24]
0.986
0.962
0.696
0.937
0.946
0.905
0.740
0.369
0.421
0.502
0.508

EM-ICP [46]
0.916
0.955
0.755
0.937
0.798
0.872
0.868
0.401
0.884
0.578
0.683
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0.957
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Table 8. The performance of our proposed and the baseline trackers on the EDS and EC dataset in terms of Track Normalized Error.

Track Normalized Error ↓
Sequence
Shapes Translation
Shapes Rotation
Shapes 6DOF
Boxes Translation
Boxes Rotation
EC Avg
Peanuts Light
Rocket Earth Light
Ziggy In The Arena
Peanuts Running
EDS Avg

ICP [24]
1.943
1.870
2.289
2.571
2.168
3.185
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3.256
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2.673
3.444
3.418

Table 9. The performance of the reference model when trained with different input event representations.

Expected FA ↑
Sequence
Shapes Translation
Shapes Rotation
Shapes 6DOF
Boxes Translation
Boxes Rotation
EC Avg
Peanuts Light
Rocket Earth Light
Ziggy In The Arena
Peanuts Running
EDS Avg

SBT-Max
0.780
0.747
0.881
0.849
0.614
0.774
0.388
0.271
0.686
0.059
0.351
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Voxel
Grids [47]
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0.372
0.282
0.694
0.150
0.374

Table 10. The performance of the reference model when trained with different augmentation parameters.

Expected FA ↑
Sequence
Shapes Translation
Shapes Rotation
Shapes 6DOF
Boxes Translation
Boxes Rotation
EC Avg
Peanuts Light
Rocket Earth Light
Ziggy In The Arena
Peanuts Running
EDS Avg
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